KEY WORDS theory of unified representation of gravitational field; evaluation of disturbing gravitational field; topographic effect;gravimetric inverse boundary value problem;singlelayer potential ABSTRACT For a special use a new modelling method of evaluating external disturbing potential is presented in this paper. Being different from classical methods in physical geodesy this method is grounded upon the theory of unified representation of gravitational field. The models created in this way are particularly satisfactory for a high-speed computation of gravitational field in low altitude because they take account of topographic effects and have their kernel functions with simple structure and weak singularity.
Introduction
Conventional evaluating models of external gravitational field of the earth are nothing else than a kind of realizations of numerical solutions to geodetic boundary value problem. In the sense of linearization, geodetic boundary value problems are reduced to external boundary value problems of . Basically, what we should do for this is to formulate and solve the so-called gravimetric inverse boundary value problem with its boundary surface taken as the earth's surface. In this paper, the volumetric potential is generated by using the density derived from the solution of above-named inverse problem which uniquely represents the disturbing potential outside the earth, and finally, the volumetric potential is transformed into a single-layer potential.
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Gravimetric inverse boundary value problem
It is well known that the potential function T of the earth's disturbing field follows the integral rule [21
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where G means the universal constant; A is Lapla- [ c)~nW = f2
